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Classic Truck Complete Trailer Kits made like 
GM 55-66 Trucks

120087 Trailer Deluxe Kit .............. $8232.50 kit
120089 Trailer Basic Kit ................... 6424.00 kit
120083 Trailer Starter Kit ................ 1826.00 kit

CLASSIC  TRAILERS

Classic Style and Function meet in ourClassic Style and Function meet in our

Roll out that classic truck look in our new trailer! MAR-K™ now manufactures new custom 
trailers that look just like a Classic GM 55-66 truck bed. Our patent-pending trailers have been 
created by the same team of engineers who use research and design to make our classic truck 
beds but with the added space and strength to haul all your stuff. Kits include all the parts 
you need to make your classic truck trailer including all the metal bed parts, wood bed floor 
and frame parts. See the general descriptions below for each trailer kit or visit our website for  
complete information  as well as individual parts available.   

Classic truck trailerClassic truck trailer

Classic Truck Trailer Complete Deluxe Kit
This Deluxe Kit made like the GM 55-66 stepside 
truck  contains the parts needed to assemble the 
complete trailer, including frame, electrical wiring 
and lights, metal bed parts, and wood bed floor.  
The trailer frame kit includes the complete welded 
frame powder coated shiny black, axle and sus-
pension with ‘smoothie’ wheels and radial tires, 
wiring harness and lights, hitch coupler, jack, and 
hardware to bolt together.  A chrome rear bumper 
with mounting brackets and hardware completes 
the classic look.  The metal bed parts in this kit in-
clude all the parts needed to build the complete 
trailer bed including the upgraded tailgate kit.

Classic Truck Trailer Complete Basic Kit 
The Basic Trailer Kit made like the GM 55-66 step-
side truck includes the complete bare steel weld-
ed frame, axle and suspension with ‘smoothie’ 
wheels and radial tires, wiring harness and lights, 
hitch coupler, and hardware to bolt together.  This 
kit includes all metal bed parts and zinc-plated 
steel hardware needed to assemble the complete 
trailer bed.  

Classic Truck Trailer Starter Kit
The starter kit made like the GM 55-66 stepside 
truck is intended for the builder who needs only 
the parts that are unique to the Mar-K trailer de-
sign.  This kit includes the trailer bed sides, front 
panel, rear bed sill, step supports, and frame cross 
members.  A set of plan drawings for building the 
frame and assembling the trailer is included. 


